
Roger Francis BACON (6/3/1937 – 4/9/2021) 
 
      It is with deep regret I inform you of the passing of Vice Admiral Roger Francis Bacon, U.S. Navy 

(Retired) on 9 April 2021 at age 83. VADM Bacon entered the U.S. Naval Academy in 1955 and served as a 

submarine officer until his retirement in 1993 as Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Undersea Warfare 

(N02.)  He served on some of the most extraordinary and sensitive submarine operations during the Cold 

War and commanded USS FLASHER (SSN-613,)  USS PATRICK HENRY (SSBN-599,)  USS HUNLEY 

(AS-31), Submarine Squadron ONE, Submarine Group EIGHT, and Submarine Force Atlantic.  
  
     Roger Bacon’s father, Barton E. Bacon, Jr., served as the Commanding Officer of USS PICKEREL (SS-

177) for her first five War Patrols in the Pacific from 7 December 1941 to late 1943 (PICKEREL was lost 

with all hands on her seventh War Patrol in March 1943.)  He retired in 1958 as a rear admiral. 
  
      Roger Bacon first took the oath of office on 27 June 1955 at the U.S. Naval Academy where he quickly 

showed aptitude for academics (wore stars) and athletics (in starting five of Plebe basketball team, although 

a foot injury impaired his athletic career.)  He was also elected to the Class Ring Committee and served as 

the 7
th
 Company Lucky Bag representative.  Midshipman Bacon graduated with a Bachelor of Science 

degree in Naval Science and was commissioned an ensign on 3 June 1959.  He was first assigned as 

2
nd

 Division Officer on destroyer ISHERWOOD (DD-520,)(a survivor of a devastating kamikaze hit off 

Okinawa) deploying with the carrier LEXINGTON (CV-16) to the South China Sea in reaction to the 1960 

crisis in Laos.  Following qualification as Officer of the Deck Underway, Ensign Bacon was selected for 

submarine duty, reporting to the Naval Submarine School in New London in April 1960.  In March 1961, 

Lieutenant (junior grade) Bacon reported to the National Reactor Testing Station, Idaho Falls for naval 

nuclear power training. 
  
      In October 1961, LTJG Bacon reported to the nuclear guided missile submarine HALIBUT (SSGN-587,) 

for her second Regulus I strategic deterrent patrol.  HALIBUT was the only nuclear submarine designed to 

fire the SSM-N-8A Regulus nuclear land-attack missile.  She was also the first ship with a Ships Inertial 

Navigation System (SINS.)  While aboard, LTJG Bacon completed five Regulus patrols to the 

Western/Northern Pacific (the submarine’s mission was to take out the Soviet submarine bases at 

Petropavlovk in the event of nuclear war.)  Although the Regulus missile had a range of 500 NM, the missile 

required active radar guidance, which only had a range of 225 NM, so the launch submarine had to surface 

in rough North Pacific seas to assemble and fire the missile, and then remain on the surface transmitting a 

radar guidance signal until the missile reached the target.  This was not considered good for submarine 

longevity, and the Regulus program was cancelled, replaced by the A-1 Polaris ballistic missile with 

submerged launch capability.  HALIBUT completed seven Regulus patrols and was one of five submarines 

(the other four conventional diesel-electric) to complete 41 deterrent patrols, for which their crews were 

retroactively awarded the Strategic Ballistic Missile Submarine Patrol Pin. 
  
     In July 1964, Lieutenant Bacon reported as Engineering Officer of the pre-commissioning crew of fleet 

ballistic missile submarine KAMEHAMEHA (SSBN-642,) and after her commissioning in December 1965 

served aboard for two Gold Crew deterrent patrols, for which he was awarded a Navy League citation.  He 

was promoted to lieutenant commander in January 1967.  In September 1967, LCDR Bacon attended the 

Naval Post-graduate School in Monterey, where he earned a Master’s degree in Computer Science 
  
      In June 1969, LCDR Bacon reported as Executive Officer for special mission submarine HALIBUT 

(SSN-587) which had been redesignated as an SSN and extensively reconfigured and equipped for 

underwater reconnaissance and other special missions.  HALIBUT had previously covertly located the lost 

Soviet GOLF II ballistic missile submarine (K-129) in the North Pacific (Operation Sand Dollar) which led to 

a partially successful joint CIA/U.S. Navy operation to recover the submarine to gain intelligence (Project 

Azorian.)  With LCDR Bacon aboard as XO, HALIBUT then conducted several of the most sensitive and 



lucrative intelligence collection missions of the Cold War against the Soviet Union, for which she was 

awarded a Navy Unit Commendation and Presidential Unit Citation (to go with the PUC for Sand 

Dollar.)  This operation was compromised in the early 1980’s by Soviet spy Ronald Pelton at the National 

Security Agency, but it had profound effect on U.S. understanding of Soviet capability and 

intentions.  LCDR Bacon was promoted to commander in November 1971,  
  
      Following a training track at the Division of Naval Reactors, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, In July 

1972, CDR Bacon assumed command of nuclear fast attack submarine FLASHER (SSN-613) a storied 

boat with a Presidential Unit Citation and multiple other awards, and was the first submarine to achieve full 

“SUBSAFE” certification after the loss of the THRESHER (SSN-593.)  During two Western Pacific 

deployments and two months of special operations, CDR BACON led FLASHER to her fourth consecutive 

Battle Efficiency award.  In January 1975, CDR Bacon assumed command of the second-oldest ballistic 

missile submarine in the fleet, the PATRICK HENRY (SSBN-599,) and on three deterrent patrols led her to 

a Battle E, the Silver Anchor Retention Award and the Marjorie Sterret Battleship Fund Award  (PATRICK 

HENRY would complete a record (at the time) 59 strategic deterrent patrols before she was converted to an 

SSN in 1982.)  In May 1976, CDR Bacon assumed duty on the staff of Commander Submarines Pacific 

(COMSUBPAC) as Tactical Training Officer, responsible for training prospective commanding officers.  He 

was promoted to captain in September 1978. 
  
      In January 1979, CAPT Bacon assumed command of submarine tender HUNLEY (AS-31) forward 

deployed to Guam, where she conducted 64 refits during his tenure and was awarded a Meritorious Unit 

Commendation, a Battle E, the CINCPACFLT Golden Anchor Award and the Secretary of the Navy Energy 

Conservation Award.  In June 1980, CAPT Bacon assumed command of Submarine Squadron ONE 

(COMSUBRON 1) at Pearl Harbor, responsible for 16 fast attack and ballistic missile submarines.  In May 

1982, CAPT Bacon assumed duty as Chief of Staff for Commander Submarines Pacific (COMSUBPAC.)  In 

February 1983, he was designated a rear admiral (lower half) for duty in a billet commensurate with that 

rank. 
  
      In July 1983, RDML Bacon reported to the Office of the Chief of Naval Operation as Director, Strategic 

and Nuclear Warfare (OP-65) and additionally as Assistant Deputy CNO for Plans, Policy and Operations 

(OP-06B.)   During this period he also attended the National Defense University CAPSTONE class and the 

Harvard University International Security Course.  He was promoted to rear admiral (lower half) on 1 April 

1985. 
  
      In December 1986, he assumed command of Submarine Group EIGHT (COMSUBGRU 8) in Naples, 

with additional duty as Commander NATO Submarines Mediterranean, Commander Submarines U.S. 

SIXTH Fleet, and Commander Area Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) Forces.  He was promoted to rear 

admiral (upper half) on 1 April 1987.  In August 1988, RADM Bacon assumed command of U.S. Submarine 

Forces Atlantic Fleet (COMSUBLANT,) in Norfolk, with additional duty as Commander Submarines Allied 

Forces Atlantic, and Commander Submarine Forces Western Atlantic.  He was promoted to vice admiral on 

1 October 1988. 
  
      In January 1991, VADM Bacon returned to the Office of the CNO as Assistant CNO for Undersea 

Warfare (OP-2/N-02.)  He was the last three-star OP-02 “Baron.” VADM Bacon retired on 1 May 1993. 
  
      VADM Bacon’s awards include the Distinguished Service Medal (three awards,) Legion of Merit (four 

awards,) Meritorious Service Medal (two awards,) Navy Commendation Medal, Presidential Unit Citation 

(HALIBUT,) Navy Unit Commendation (HALIBUT,) Meritorious Unit Commendation (HUNLEY,) Battle E (for 

FLASHER, PATRICK HENRY, and HUNLEY,) Navy Expeditionary Medal (HALIBUT,) National Defense 

Service Medal (two awards,) Sea Service Ribbon (two awards,) Overseas Service Ribbon. 
  



      VADM Bacon’s younger brother, CDR Daniel K. Bacon, had command of HADDOCK (SSN-621,) and 

his twin brother, CAPT Barton E. Bacon had command of TROUT (SS-5660 and CLEVELAND (LPD-7.) 
  
      After retirement from active duty, VADM Bacon worked for Westinghouse at Hanford, Washington 

overseeing nuclear waste disposal, and as president of Safe Sites of Colorado at Rocky Flats, where he 

closed down Rocky Flats.  He was also chair of the Undersea Warfare Department at the Naval 

Postgraduate School in Monterey for four years. 
  
       With the passing of Vice Admiral Roger Bacon, the Flag Wardroom has lost another of our Cold War 

submarine greats.  He served with distinction on some of the most daring submarine intelligence collection 

operations against the Soviet Union, missions that truly made a difference in U.S. understanding of Soviet 

tactics, capabilities and most importantly, intentions.  Few people today understand the existential nature of 

the threat from the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact Allies, during an extended period where, in the undersea 

realm, the only difference between war and peace was pulling the trigger.  Roger Bacon managed to spend 

almost his entire career in the submarine community, from some of the earliest strategic deterrent missile 

patrols, fast attack special missions, to leading the most effective submarine force in the world as the Soviet 

Union collapsed and the Cold War ended.  Someday, in many years, the full-story of the impact of U.S. 

submarines on the Cold War can be told.  In the meantime, the perishable records of those operations are 

being preserved by a joint NHHC and Office of Naval Intelligence project.  Roger Bacon himself was known 

as a hard-charging, no-nonsense officer, occasionally abrasive.  But it is hard to argue with success; all 

three of his ship commands earned the Battle E as well as retention awards, and to earn the Battle E on the 

second-oldest SSBN in the fleet was a true testament to command leadership.  Our Navy and nation are far 

better, and more secure, for Roger Bacon’s dedicated and distinguished service. 
  
Rest in Peace Admiral Bacon 
Very respectfully, 
  
Samuel J. Cox (SES) 
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy (Retired) 
Director of Naval History 
Curator for the Navy 
Director, Naval History and Heritage Command 
 


